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A relatively little-known 1685 manuscript by Robert Hooke provides the occasion for
another chapter in the well-known controversy between Hooke and Newton on priority in
the field of centripetal force mechanics. This manuscript, with accompanying diagram, was
discussed in a 1994 paper by Michael Nauenberg, who claimed that Hooke’s manuscript and
diagram were ‘‘effectively the mathematical formulation of the principles of dynamics which
Hooke had been proposing during the past 20 yr.’’ Our interpretation is very different from
Nauenberg’s. We conclude that Hooke should be given credit for having hit upon an interesting
and ingenious illustration of Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction, but that Nauen-
berg’s claim that Hooke, on his own, had developed a quantitative theory of centripetal force
motion must be rejected.  1997 Academic Press
Un manuscrit de 1685 e´crit par Robert Hooke et relativement peu connu fournit l’occasion
pour re´evaluer la controverse de priorite´ bien connue entre Hooke et Newton a` propos de
la dynamique des forces centripe`tes. En 1994 Michael Nauenberg a affirme´ que ce manuscrit
et son diagramme accompagnant e´taient ‘‘effectivement la formulation mathe´matique des
principes de dynamique que Hooke proposait depuis vingt ans.’’ Nous concluons que Hooke
a bien de´couvert une illustration inte´ressante et inge´nieuse de la construction des impulsions
instantane´es de Newton, mais que, au contraire de ce que Nauenberg a maintenu, Hooke n’a
pas, par lui-meˆme, de´veloppe´ une the´orie quantitative du mouvement avec force
centripe`te.  1997 Academic Press
Ein relativ wenig bekanntes Manuskript von Robert Hooke aus dem Jahre 1685 liefert die
Grundlage zu einem weiteren Abschnitt in dem wohlbekannten Streit zwischen Hooke und
Newton u¨ber die Priorita¨t auf dem Gebiet der Zentripetalkraftmechanik. Dieses Manuskript
wurde zusammen mit dem beigefu¨gten Diagramm in einer Abhandlung aus dem Jahre 1994
von Michael Nauenberg ero¨rtert. Nauenberg behauptete darin, dass Hookes Manuskript und
Diagramm ‘‘tatsa¨chlich die mathematische Formulierung der Prinzipien der Dynamik sind,
die Hooke in den zwanzig Jahren zuvor vorgeschlagen hatte.’’ Unsere Interpretation ist
wesentlich anders als die von Nauenberg. Wir kommen zu dem Ergebnis, dass man Hooke
den Ruhm lassen sollte, eine interessante und geistreiche Veranschaulichung von Newtons
Konzept eines instantanen Impulses gefunden zu haben, dass aber Nauenbergs Behauptung
zuru¨ckzuweisen ist, Hooke habe fu¨r sich eine quantitative Theorie der Zentripetalkraftbeweg-
ung entwickelt.  1997 Academic Press
AMS classification numbers: 01A45, 01A50.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper Michael Nauenberg takes up the cudgels for Hooke and makes
the bold and surprising claim that in a September 1685 diagram and its accompanying
text Hooke ‘‘had come much closer to a mathematical formulation of his principles
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FIG. 1. Newton’s diagram for Theorem 1 of De Motu (taken from [5, 258]).
of dynamics than has been previously thought’’ [6, 345]. In effect, Nauenberg
claims that Hooke was a co-inventor of Newton’s famous instantaneous impulse
construction and that he used it to solve the indirect problem of a body moving in
a central force field which is linear with the distance. Nauenberg wrote ‘‘In this
paper I will show that Hooke’s graphical solution . . . is based on precisely the same
geometrical construction developed by Newton in Theorem 1 of De Motu’’ [6, 332].
Figure 1 is Newton’s diagram for Theorem 1 of De Motu [5, 258; 10, 6:34]. This
theorem is Newton’s proof of the Kepler areal law. In Fig. 1 a body moves in a
curved central force orbit ABCD. . . . The curved orbit is not shown in the figure;
only the polygonal approximating orbit AB–BC–CD . . . is shown. The force center
is at S, the Sun. Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction can be seen in the
typical instantaneous impulse triangle BcC. Newton starts with the line AB between
two orbital points. This line is tracked out during the time interval Dt. At point B
an instantaneous force impulse acts to deviate the body onto the line BC, where
C is also on the actual curved orbit of the body. Newton determines the location
of C by first extending AB its own length, so that Bc 5 AB. Bc is the displacement
the body would have undergone due to inertia during the next time interval Dt. If
vAB is the speed of the body along the leg AB, we have AB 5 Bc 5 vAB ? Dt. The
action of the centripetal force impulse at B is now taken into account by vectorially
adding the centripetal leg cC to the inertial leg Bc. The direction of cC is the
centripetal direction at point B (the direction BS), since the centripetal impulse acts
‘‘instantaneously’’ at B. Point C is determined by the intersection of the centripetal
impulse with the curved orbit. If DvB is the magnitude of the velocity change at B,
then cC 5 DvB ? Dt. This is Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction.1 He shows
1 For a more detailed discussion of Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction, see [2–4]. For an
English translation of Theorem 1, see [5, 278] or [10, 6:35].
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FIG. 2. Pugliese’s Fig. 20 from [9, 201]. Pugliese’s figure caption reads ‘‘Hooke’s analysis of circular
motion, [1685].’’
in Theorem 1 that the areas of the focal triangles SAB, SBC, . . . are all equal, and
proves Kepler’s areal law by passing to the limit Dt R 0.
Nauenberg admits that Hooke may have seen De Motu, but says that even if this
were the case, Hooke would simply have recognized that Newton’s construction
was the embodiment of ‘‘Hooke’s dynamical principles’’ [6, 334]. It is surprising
that Nauenberg should take this position since there is a world of difference between
Hooke’s vague notion of somehow compounding inertial and centripetal motions
and Newton’s formulation of his instantaneous impulse construction.
A key question relates to Nauenberg’s interpretation of Hooke’s diagram: did
Hooke take the elliptical orbit as a given (our interpretation) or did he start with
a first power central force (Nauenberg’s interpretation). The opening sentence of
Hooke’s text, we claim, makes it clear that Hooke started with an ellipse, not with
a force. Hooke wrote ‘‘Let ha represent the imprest velocity [as before] in the
tangent [subtense] of an ellipse [circle]’’ [6, 346]. The explicit mention by Hooke
of an ellipse makes it clear that he considered the elliptical orbit as a given, just
as he took the circle as given in his discussion of circular motion (see Fig. 2).
Close inspection of Hooke’s diagram shows that it is a symmetric construction
for the vertices of an ellipse, and that Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction
has been added between the vertices. It is true that Newton’s construction, for the
special symmetric starting leg chosen by Hooke, fits exactly between Hooke’s ellipse
vertices and that the centripetal legs of Newton’s construction are proportional to
the distance to the center of the ellipse. Nevertheless, Hooke’s accompanying text
description is a long way from Newton’s description of his instantaneous impulse
schema for problems in central force dynamics. We claim that it is likely that Hooke
had either seen Newton’s De Motu, which had been deposited with the Royal
Society some eight months earlier, or had heard about the details of the instanta-
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neous impulse construction from another member of the Society. We grant that
Hooke’s application of Newton’s construction to the special case of the symmetric
ellipse vertices construction is interesting and original. But it has no general power.
The general power resides in Newton’s construction and Newton’s brilliant tech-
nique of passing to the limit so that the polygonal construction becomes a continuous
curved orbit. ‘‘We honor Hooke for his intuition, for his experiments, and for the
motivation he gave to Newton; but to Newton alone goes the honor of the theory
of centripetal force motion’’ [3, 62].
In this paper we examine these matters. We shall see that Nauenberg’s claim
that Hooke, on his own, had developed a quantitative theory of centripetal force
motion must be rejected. Indeed, this claim was made by Hooke himself in 1686.
In a letter of 29 June, 1686 from Halley to Newton, Halley tells us that Wren had
the idea of ‘‘making out the Planets motions by a composition of a Descent towards
the sun, & an imprest motion’’ [7, 441], but that he was incapable of actually carrying
out the idea. Wren also related to Halley that Hooke had claimed he could do it
but had never provided Wren with a cogent demonstration. Halley further writes
in this letter that Newton had indeed provided the sought-for demonstration in late
1684, and that at the time that Newton’s De Motu was ‘‘entered upon the Register
books of the Society’’ if Hooke had achieved a comparable demonstration he
surely would have made it known. Since Hooke did not step forward with any
substantiation of the vague claims he made in 1686 it is fair to assume that he had
never achieved a quantitative solution to the problem of central forces. We hold
that his September 1685 drawing and the accompanying text constitute a very
interesting geometric study based on a similar analysis of circular motion and, very
likely, on some knowledge of Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction. Close
inspection of Hooke’s diagram and text show that they are far from a theory of
centripetal force motion.
2. HOOKE’S MANUSCRIPT ENTITLED ‘‘THE LAWS OF
CIRCULAR MOTION’’
Hooke’s ellipse vertices diagram and the accompanying text are part of a larger
unpublished manuscript in the Trinity College library.2 This manuscript was studied
by Patri Pugliese and its contents described and commented upon by him in 1989
[9]. An inner page of Hooke’s manuscript carries the date 1 September, 1685. We
can assume that this is essentially the date of the entire manuscript.
Pugliese wrote of Hooke’s treatment of circular motion as follows:
He gives the example of a body moving along a line, ha, which receives at the point, a, an
impulse towards the center, o, and is thereby deflected by the addition of the motion, ad.
(Figure 20) According to Hooke, the polygonal path of this body may be inscribed in a circle
provided the added motion, ad, is in the same ratio to the initial motion, ha, as ha is to the
radius of the circle, ao. [9, 200–201]
2 Trinity College Library, Cambridge, Ms. 0.11a1/16.
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FIG. 3. Diagram for the proof that ab 5 ha.
We here reproduce Pugliese’s Fig. 20 as our Fig. 2. Hooke had in mind extending
the initial movement ha an equal distance to c and then compounding this inertial
motion with a centripetal motion ad such that the resultant motion ab terminated
on the circle at point b. The condition on the length of the ‘‘added motion’’ ad can
be obtained by first establishing that the resultant motion ab is equal to the starting
motion ha.
Consider Fig. 3, which shows the essential lines from Fig. 2. Draw the line hb
which cuts radius oa at point e. Since ac 5 ha and aeo is parallel to bc, we have
be 5 eh. Since oh 5 ob and be 5 eh, the line aeo is the perpendicular bisector of
the line bh, whence ab 5 ha.
The ratio of ad, the centripetal motion, to the inertial motion ha is readily
obtainable from the similar isosceles triangles oha and acb of Fig. 2. We have
ad/ha 5 ha/ao, as stated by Hooke.
Hooke’s geometry clearly follows Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction.
Is this a case of co-invention or had Hooke learned Newton’s construction from
direct or indirect knowledge of De Motu? We must remember that Hooke is writing
in September 1685, about eight months after De Motu had been deposited with
the Royal Society. Equally of significance is the fact that before this manuscript
Hooke had never used this construction and had spent many years on a fruitless
pursuit of a quantitative approach to central force orbits. We believe that we have
no accident here and that Hooke had knowledge of Newton’s construction at the
time of writing his manuscript on circular motion.
Hooke describes his dynamics, as quoted by Pugliese, in this way:
For in the time of a puls the body has moved from h to a, which subtends a part of the circle
and at (a) it hath Received a motion in the Ray ao which is equall to ad, the body therefore
which hath now a compound motion is moved in the diagonall ab of the Rhoboeid acbd, which
is equal to ac 5 ha. It shall therefore at b arrive at the circle & describe the subtense ab. [9, 201]
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Hooke’s description closely parallels that of Theorem 1 of Newton’s De Motu
except that it is much less explicit and gives no hint of its dynamic underpinnings.
Hooke does not make it clear that the body is moving along ha with speed v for
time interval Dt, that an instantaneous centripetal impulse strikes at point a, that
ac is the inertial leg v(Dt), or that ad is the centripetal leg Dv(Dt).
After this description of his ‘‘dynamics,’’ Hooke continues with a passage to the
limit which is very reminiscent of Newton’s derivation of the Kepler areal law
(again, in our view, not a coincidence or a ‘‘joint’’ discovery). Pugliese describes
Hooke’s passage to the limit as follows: ‘‘Since equal lengths are being inscribed
in equal times within the same circle, the areas described in those times will also
be equal; and this, adds Hooke, will continue to be true for an infinite polygon, or
for the circle itself’’ [9, 201]. Compare this with the parallel passage from Newton’s
De Motu: ‘‘Therefore equal areas are described in equal times. Suppose now these
triangles are infinite in number and infinitely small so that the centripetal force
acts without a break, to the individual intervals of time corresponding individual
triangles, and the proposition will be established’’ [5, 278]. The similarity between
these two passages leads one to suspect that Hooke knew about De Motu prior to
composing his manuscript of 1685.
3. HOOKE’S DIAGRAM OF SEPTEMBER 1685 AND THE
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
As further described by Pugliese, Hooke’s manuscript later ‘‘turns to a consider-
ation of non circular orbits, which he indicates by a marginal symbol belongs directly
after his earlier discussion of circular motion’’ [9, 203]. At this point Pugliese displays
the diagram for Hooke’s ellipse vertices construction. Nauenberg displays the figure
as well [6, 346], and we give it as our Fig. 4. The diagram shows the construction of a
set of symmetric ellipse vertices. Hooke’s procedure for obtaining the ellipse vertices
can be clearly seen in Fig. 4. A circle is divided into equal arcs symmetrically about a
vertical axis. Note carefully that Hooke’s division of the circle into equal arcs misses
the mark by a little bit. This can be seen by looking at the little hash marks on the
circumference of the circle near the bottom of Hooke’s circle. Hooke bases the con-
struction of the ellipse vertex points (x9, y9) on having x9 5 lx, y9 5 y, where x, y
are the coordinates of the point on the circle corresponding to the ellipse point with
coordinates x9, y9, and l is a constant. However, and this is crucial for proving that
Hooke’s points are geometrical and not dynamical, the central angle measured by
Hooke’s two lowest hash points is clearly less than the central angles marked by the
other hash points, so if Hooke had continued his interposed instantaneous impulse
construction (which is based on equal time intervals) he would have arrived at a point
on the bottom of his diagram which is not y-axis symmetrical with any of his vertex
points on the right of the y-axis. The subsequent points as he goes up the left side of
the y-axis would likewise be nonsymmetrical, which is not what Hooke has on the
upper left of his diagram. This is conclusive proof that Hooke’s diagram is a geometri-
cal ellipse vertices construction, with his accompanying text giving a dynamical expla-
nation of how one goes from point to point.
FIG. 4. Hooke’s ellipse vertices diagram, shown in [9, 202] and [6, 333]. We here use a clearer copy
provided by Nauenberg.
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FIG. 5. Enlargement of the upper right quadrant of Hooke’s diagram.
After dividing the circle by the hash marks, Hooke draws horizontal lines connect-
ing the ends of the symmetric arcs. The chords of these equal arcs are extended to
the vertical axis. On the topmost chord a distance ha, which is less than the chord
length, is marked such that ha is symmetric with respect to the vertical axis (see
Fig. 5). The choice of ha sets the parameter l in the equation x9 5 lx. From the
vertical axis intersection of the chord line of the uppermost circular arc on the
right, a line is drawn through point a. This line interesects the first horizontal line
below the ha horizontal at point b. Point h is Hooke’s starting ellipse vertex, point
a is his next ellipse vertex, and point b is the vertex which follows vertex a. He
continues the process by drawing a line from the vertical axis intersection of the
next circular chord line down through point b to its intersection at point k with
the next horizontal line. Point k is the next ellipse vertex. This leads to additional
ellipse vertex points (not marked by letters on his diagram) below point k, and
also to a set of ellipse vertex points symmetrically in the upper left quadrant.
Let the circle center o (called o in Hooke’s text, but unlabelled on the diagram)
be used as the origin for Cartesian coordinates. Let the ellipse vertex points be
denoted by (x9, y9) and the corresponding circle points by (x, y). It is clear from
Hooke’s construction that the point a divides the horizontal half-line from the
vertical axis through a to the circle in the same ratio as the point b divides the
horizontal half-line through b, etc.; i.e., x9 5 lx. Since y9 5 y we have
x92
l2r 2
1
y92
r 2
5 1, (1)
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where r is the radius of the circle. Equation (1) defines an ellipse whose horizontal
semi-minor axis is of length lr and whose vertical semi-major axis is of length r.
Thus, Eq. (1) is an analytical representation of Hooke’s geometrical procedure. In
Hooke’s diagram the ratio l equals As. Thus, Hooke’s construction yields a set of
ellipse vertex points. Note carefully that, as mentioned previously, this construction
is purely geometrical. There is nothing yet here about a centripetal force propor-
tional to the distance from the center, and nothing here about Newton’s instanta-
neous impulse construction. This is a central point. Just as in the case of his analysis
of circular motion where he began with a set of equally spaced points on a circle,
Hooke begins here with a set of points on an ellipse. His construction is equivalent
to the affine transformation which led to the ellipse of Eq. 1.
In [6, 347, note 33], Nauenberg comments on D. T. Whiteside’s suggestion that
Hooke’s diagram may have been based on this affine transformation. Nauenberg
assumed that the ellipse vertices were obtained from an instantaneous impulse
construction, and he responded to Whiteside’s suggestion by saying that ‘‘neither
in the text or elsewhere in the related pages of the manuscript at the Wren Library
does Hooke refer explicitly to such a transformation’’ [6, 341]. It seems to us that
the affine transformation is indeed precisely equivalent to Hooke’s procedure in
making his drawing, so that Nauenberg’s point that Hooke did not mention the
affine transformation is irrelevant. The points a, b, and k (see Figs. 5 and 7) on the
polygon inscribed in the ellipse are the affine images of the points ac , b, and k on
the polygon inscribed in the circle. (Note: Hooke uses the point labelled a on the
ellipse diagram (Fig. 4) and on the circle diagram (Fig. 2). To distinguish between
the two uses of a for two different points we use ac for point a on the circle diagram
(Fig. 2).) The construction lines clearly seen on Hooke’s diagram prove that Hooke’s
ellipse vertices were drawn by a geometrical method whose algebraic description
is the affine transformation. The ellipse vertex points precede the instantaneous
impulse procedure described by Hooke in his text.
The problem Hooke had set for himself paralleled the circle problem of Fig. 2.
In the case of the circle, Hooke sought the relationship for the centripetal impulse
which, when added vectorially to the inertia leg, would terminate back on the circle
circumference. Similarly, for the ellipse, Hooke sought the relationship for the
centripetal impulse which, when added vectorially to the inertia leg, would bring
him from one of his ellipse vertices to the next. Somehow, Hooke found that this
centripetal impulse was related in a very simple way to that needed for the circle
polygon construction; it was a fraction of the circle impulse where the fraction was
the ratio of the distance of the ellipse vertex from the center to the radius of the
circle, i.e., the centripetal impulse is directly proportional to the distance from the
vertex to the force center.
In the text accompanying his diagram, Hooke does not describe his ellipse vertices
construction. Instead, he describes Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction.
Hooke added some wavy dashed lines to his diagram, such as the lines bi and ik.
These are the lines he used in his description of Newton’s construction. There is
no way of judging from Hooke’s text whether he knew that the vertices arrived at
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by Newton’s construction would match those of his own ellipse vertices construction.
We maintain that Hooke knew that his vertices were on-orbit, i.e., on the ellipse,
because he constructed them to be so. If, as Nauenberg assumed, Newton’s construc-
tion had been used by Hooke to solve an indirect problem, then there would be
no requirement that the vertex points lie on-orbit. In an indirect problem in 17th-
century mechanics, the force is given and the orbit is sought. In a direct problem,
the orbit is given and the force is sought. Since Hooke took the ellipse as a given,
he was clearly working on the direct problem. The most likely scenario is that
Hooke simply drew a line from the end of the inertia leg of Newton’s construction
to the next one of his own ellipse vertices. He probably knew that this line was in
the correct direction as specified by Newton’s construction, but he supplied no proof
of this essential fact. In the next section of this paper we supply the missing proof.
We first consider Hooke’s text and an enlargement of the upper right quadrant
of his figure (Fig. 5). We use Nauenberg’s transcription of Hooke’s handwritten
text [6, 346] except that we omit the words crossed out in Hooke’s text. The text
begins as follows: ‘‘Let ha represent the imprest velocity in the tangent of an ellipse
and ad the velocity imprest by Gravity. Make (db) parallel and equal to (ac), then
draw the diagonall (ab)’’ [6, 346]. In reading this description one notices immediately
that Hooke has assumed he is going from one on-orbit ellipse point, a, to another,
b. He has assumed, without proof, that going horizontally to the right of point d a
distance equal to ac (where ac 5 ha), followed by a displacement equal to ad, will
indeed bring him to vertex b of his ellipse vertices construction. As we have already
noted, Nauenberg misunderstood what Hooke was doing in describing it as a ‘‘graph-
ical evaluation of the indirect problem’’ [6, 345]. It is interesting to note that Newton
almost never used his construction to solve indirect problems. The important in-
stance in which Newton did do this was in the famous Newton–Hooke correspon-
dence during the winter of 1679–1680 [1]. Hooke somehow knew (or guessed)
that Newton’s construction, for the special set of ellipse vertex points Hooke had
constructed, would go exactly from an on-orbit point to the next on-orbit point.
Hooke’s elliptical path was a given, not something to be found by using Newton’s
construction in an indirect manner. Nauenberg may have been misled when Hooke
spoke of ‘‘the imprest velocity in the tangent of an ellipse’’ [6, 346]. The polygonal
ellipse vertex points lie on a completed ellipse which passes through the upper end
of the major axis of the ellipse. This upper end is on the circle. Thus, Hooke’s
direction ha is not tangent to the completed ellipse since the completed ellipse
curves upward from point h to the upper end of the major axis (and then curves
downward to point a).
We continue with Nauenberg’s transcription of Hooke’s text: ‘‘The second puls
of gravity shall meet the body at b where the puls againe meets it, driving it toward
the center o with the velocity bc which has the same proportion to the radius bo
that ad has to ao. Make bi 5 ab and make ck equall and parallel to it, then draw
bk’’ [6, 346]. Here, Hooke uses, without explanation or proof, a property of his
ellipse vertices construction, namely, that the centripetal leg is directly proportional
to the radial distance, or bc/bo 5 ad/ao. This property can readily be deduced
from Hooke’s geometry, and we assume that Hooke knew the proof (see Section
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5 below). If, following Nauenberg, one argues that Hooke assumed the force and
derived the orbit (the indirect problem), then one has to explain why Hooke’s
drawing clearly shows that all the vertices (the orbit) were drawn before the dashed
lines of Newton’s construction were added.
Hooke continues:
Now if the velocity to gravity had been as ha to da, then the body had moved in a circle, but
because the velocity ha is less in proportion to ad than it ought to make it move in a circle,
therefore its motion shall be in an ellipse. For as ao is to ad, soe bo to bc, soe io to ik, etc.,
and the same proportion that abo has to abo the same shall bko have to bko. The motion of
this body therefore shall be polygonall in an ellipse, and shall Describe equall areas in equall
times. [6, 346]
Hooke concerns himself here with the relative sizes of the inertia displacement
(‘‘the velocity’’) and the centripetal displacement (due to ‘‘gravity’’). The ratio of
the size of the inertial vector v to the size of the centripetal vector Dv in Hooke’s
construction will determine whether the body will follow a circle or an ellipse. As
to Hooke’s statement that abo/abo 5 bko/bko, one readily understands the equality
of the circular sector areas acbo and bko (Hooke’s abo obviously refers to the
circular sector area acbo), but the equality of the polygonal ellipse areas abo and
bko can only be understood if (a) the writer had knowledge of Newton’s triangle
construction in his proof of Kepler’s Areal Law, or (b) if the writer knew that the
affine transformation preserves the ratio of areas. For example (see Fig. 7), area
abd is l times area sacb, area obd is l times area obs, area oab is l times area oacb,
and area oha is l times area ohcac .
Moreover, Hooke’s vertices a, b, k were constructed as ellipse vertices, so
the motion is ‘‘polygonall in an ellipse’’ as he stated. Nauenberg said that
‘‘Hooke’s diagram also shows at least three separate graphical tests . . . which
demonstrate that the vertices of this polygonal path lie on an ellipse’’ [6, 340].
This statement is puzzling since Hooke knew that the vertices were constructed
as a set of ellipse vertices. Hooke’s basic idea is to show that the motion of a
body moving in an ellipse under the action of a central force directed to the
center of the ellipse can be visualized in terms of Newton’s instantaneous
impulse construction.
Hooke constructed a set of ellipse vertices. He then inserted Newton’s instanta-
neous impulse construction between these vertices. He did not prove that the
construction would fit between vertices, but this proof can be done, and we can
provisionally assume that Hooke knew how to do it. Granting that he could have
constructed such a proof, this leaves him with the interesting, but specialized, result
that for finite Dt and for his special choice of vertices, the centripetal legs are
proportional to the radial distances. What Hooke could have done, but did not do
in his text, was to pass to the limit Dt R 0 by progressively reducing the angular
size of his starting circular arcs. Had he done this he would have had an ingenious
alternate proof of Problem 2 of Newton’s De Motu. In fairness to Hooke, we do
note that in the case of the polygonal circle he did pass to the limit. Alternatively,
if he had been thinking of an inverse problem (as Nauenberg, in our view mistakenly,
thought), then he could have argued, by sticking to his special set of points and
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FIG. 6. Hooke’s polygonal ellipse when the starting leg ha is not symmetric with respect to the
completed ellipse major axis.
progressively moving the starting leg ha ever closer to the topmost point of the
ellipse, that (1) his special vertex points would always lie on the ellipse, (2) the
centripetal impulse legs would get smaller but always be proportional to the radial
distances, and hence (3) in the limit Dt R 0, the infinity of ellipse vertex points
would exactly become the ellipse. Hooke did not do this.
Newton’s construction applied to a circular orbit always has a nice symmetry to it.
Hooke was clever enough to find a special set of points for an ellipse with respect to
which Newton’s construction would have interesting possibilities. In Fig. 6 we show
Newton’s construction for an ellipse when the starting leg ha is not symmetric with
respect to the major axis of the ellipse. It is fairly clear that in this general case the
centripetal legs are no longer proportional to the distances to the center of the ellipse.
Hooke’s text, below his diagram, is a direct return to the famous Newton–Hooke
correspondence of the winter of 1679–1680. We continue with this final portion of
Nauenberg’s transcription:
When the velocity and direction of the motion of Lation [translation] doth by its Receding
from the center ballance the accesse by the Ray of Gravity then doth the body move in a
circle if the gravity be to the center of it. But if the Recesse overballance the accesse it goeth
further off: and the contrary if contrary. And the polygone become various according to the
differing degrees of Gravity at Differing distances from the center. [6, 346]
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Hooke’s recession from the center balanced by accession to the center along ‘‘the
Ray of Gravity’’ sounds very much like Newton’s ‘‘alternate ascent & descent
made by it’s vis centrifuga & gravity alternately overballancing one another’’ from
Newton’s letter to Hooke of December 13, 1679 [10, 6:307]. This can be taken as
evidence that Hooke had continued his keen interest in orbital dynamics during
the five years or so from the famous correspondence until his circular motion paper
of 1685. Somehow, Hooke in 1685 knew that the construction needed was the one
made famous by Newton—extend the inertial leg its own distance and vectorially
add the centripetal leg. This, indeed, was the instantaneous impulse construction
alluded to by Newton in his letter of 13 December, 1679 when he said ‘‘For ye
motion of ye body at G is compounded of ye motion it had at A towards M & of
all ye innumerable converging motions successively generated by ye impresses of
gravity’’ [10, 6:307–308].
4. THE PROOF THAT HOOKE’S ELLIPSE VERTICES COINCIDE
WITH THE VERTICES OF NEWTON’S INSTANTANEOUS
IMPULSE CONSTRUCTION
In this section we demonstrate that Hooke’s vertices coincide with those of
Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction. In Fig. 7 we have redrawn the upper
right quadrant of Hooke’s diagram. For clarity we have increased the size of the
equal circular arcs from Hooke’s value of 148 to a value of 328. The equal arcs on
the circle are labeled hcac , acb, bk, . . . , etc. The ellipse vertices are h, a, b, k, . . . ,
etc., as before. The center o of the circle is the origin, and the coordinates of the
circle vertex points are ac(x1 , y1); b(x2 , y2); k(x3 , y3); . . . . The ellipse leg ha is l
times the circle chord hcac . Thus, Hooke’s ellipse vertices have coordinates
a(lx1 , y1); b(lx2 , y2); k(lx3 , y3); . . . .
In Newton’s construction ha is extended its own length to point c, and the
centripetal leg is drawn parallel to oa and terminating on the ellipse orbit. In our
proof we draw cb back to the orbit (we know from Hooke’s construction that b is
on the ellipse), and we show that cb is parallel to oa. If we can show this, then cb
(or ad) can be identified as Newton’s centripetal leg.
Extend circle chord hcac an equal distance to point cc and draw line ccb. Since
hcac 5 acb 5 accc by construction, the triangle acccb is isosceles. The apex angle of
this triangle, \ccacb, equals 1808 2 2u, where u is one of the base angles of the
isosceles triangle acob and also equals 1808 2 2(\acbcc). Hence, the base angles of
the isosceles triangle acccb also are equal to u, as shown in Fig. 7. Since \ccbac 5
u and \baco 5 u, the lines ccb and aco are parallel. This establishes that the triangle
acccb is Newton’s instantaneous impulse triangle (inertial leg accc , impulse leg ccb,
resultant leg acb). The slope of ccb is (y1 2 y2)/(3x1 2 x2). This slope is the same
as that of the parallel line ao, which has a slope equal to y1/x1 . Thus,
y1 2 y2
3x1 2 x2
5
y1
x1
. (2)
Consider now extending ha its own length to point c and drawing in the line cb
to Hooke’s ellipse vertex b. The slope of ad is y1/lx1 , and that of cb is (y1 2 y2)/
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FIG. 7. The upper right quadrant of Hooke’s diagram redrawn (for clarity the size of Hooke’s equal
circular arcs has been increased).
l(3x1 2 x2). If we use Eq. (2), we find that the slope of ad is the slope of cb. This
establishes that acb is a Newtonian instantaneous impulse triangle.
The same general technique shows that Hooke’s next ellipse vertex k coincides
with the next Newtonian instantaneous impulse vertex. Since acb 5 bp, one readily
establishes that the coordinates of point p are (2x2 2 x1 , 2y2 2 y1). The slope of
ob equals the slope of kp, or
y2
x2
5
2y2 2 y1 2 y3
2x2 2 x1 2 x3
. (3)
Similarly, the coordinates of point i are (l(2x2 2 x1), 2y2 2 y1). The slope of ob is
y2/lx2 , and that of ik is (2y2 2 y1 2 y3)/l(2x2 2 x1 2 x3). From Eq. (3) one finds
that the slope of ob equals the slope of ik, so ob and ik are parallel. This establishes
that Hooke’s point k is identical with the next Newton instantaneous impulse vertex.
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The same technique establishes the identity of all of Hooke’s ellipse vertex points
with those of Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction. We repeat that Hooke
most likely knew this but provided no proof.
5. THE PROOF THAT THE CENTRIPETAL IMPULSE LEG IS
PROPORTIONAL TO THE RADIAL DISTANCE
Recall that Hooke stated, without proof, that ao/ad 5 bo/bc 5 io/ik, etc. We
note in passing that Hooke did not mean io to ik, he meant ko to the centripetal
impulse at point k, where the latter is shown as a short dashed line in Hooke’s
diagram without any identifying letters. Clearly, it will suffice to demonstrate that
ao/ad 5 bo/bc in order to establish the general principle.
We begin by noting that all the Newtonian instantaneous impulse triangles associ-
ated with the circular path are congruent so that the impulse legs ccb, pk, etc. are
of the same length, and the ratio of the circle radius to that length is a constant.
For example, R/pk 5 R/acs 5 constant. We next consider the similar triangles ocr
and obb. From these, we have
bo
bc
5
R
br
. (4)
From the similar triangles oaac and ods, we also have
ao
ad
5
R
acs
5
R
br
. (5)
Combining (4) and (5), we find
ao
ad
5
bo
bc
. (6)
Thus the general principle is established that the centripetal impulse leg for the
polygonal ellipse is proportional to the radial distance.
Let us grant Hooke a complete knowledge of the geometry of his ellipse vertex
diagram including a knowledge of Eq. (6). This knowledge is purely geometrical
and very far away from a mechanical model to solve direct or indirect central-force
problems. Can one say that Hooke really had a model, or was he simply exploring
the symmetries of circular motion and motion in a central ellipse? Hooke did not
take the distance ha to be equal to the velocity multiplied by the time interval
Dt, he merely said that ha represents the ‘‘imprest velocity’’ [6, 346]. Even more
importantly, he did not take ad to be the distance associated with the instantaneously
attained centripetal velocity change Dv acting for the time interval Dt; he merely
says that ad is ‘‘the velocity imprest by Gravity’’ [6, 346; my italics].
Moreover, if Hooke had in mind a graphical solution of the indirect problem,
he would have said that the impulse legs are constructed as proportional to the
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radial distances; instead he took them as terminating at his predetermined ellipse
vertex points. Also, there is the crucial point that an application of Newton’s
construction to solve the indirect problem will only give the orbit in the limit as
Dt R 0. If Nauenberg were correct, how would Hooke have known that the finite
Dt points would also lie on the ellipse? Indeed, if Hooke had an inverse application
in mind, why did he not start with a tangent to the ellipse at point h, rather than
with the ellipse chord ha?
6. WHAT DID HOOKE KNOW?
Newton’s tract De Motu was registered with the Royal Society at Halley’s request
at the 10 December, 1684 meeting of the Society. Newton shortly afterwards (later
in December 1684 or possibly in January 1685) sent De Motu to the Society. Thus,
for about eight months prior to Hooke’s diagram of September 1685, the members
of the Society knew that a treatise on central force motion had been written by
Newton. Moreover, at least some members had seen De Motu. Flamsteed, for
example, had a copy of the tract sent to him directly by Newton via Paget and
acknowledged that he had received Newton’s ‘‘papers’’ in a letter of 27 January,
1685 to Newton [7, 2:414–415]. It is possible that Sir John Hoskins, Vice-President
of the Society3 and a good friend of Hooke’s, had seen De Motu and might possibly
have mentioned some of its contents to Hooke. We do know from Halley’s letter
of 29 June, 1686 to Newton that when Sir John gave ample praise to the Principia
at a meeting of the Royal Society, Hooke complained that Sir John should also
have mentioned Hooke’s work in celestial mechanics. According to Halley,
The truth is this: Sr John Hoskins his particular friend being in the Chair, when Dr Vincent
presented your Book, the Dr gave it its just Encomium, both as to the Novelty and dignity of
the subject. it was replied by another Gentleman, that you had carried the thing so far that
there was no more to be added. to which the Vicepresident replied, that it was so much the
more to be prized, for that it was both Invented and perfected at the same time. This gave
Mr. Hook offence that Sr John did not at that time, make mention of what he had, as he sd,
discovered to him. Upon which they two, who till then were the most inseparable cronies,
have since scarce seen one another, and are utterly fallen out. [7, 442–443]
Perhaps the most important reason for believing that Hooke had learned about
Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction prior to September 1685 is that Hooke
had consistently failed, over many years, to achieve any kind of quantitative model
for central force motion. It would be a rather large coincidence that he had finally
3 The exact official title of Sir John Hoskins during 1685 is not clear. In footnote 9 [7, 2:307], Turnbull
writes ‘‘Sir John Hoskins (or Hoskyns) (1634–1705); second baronet of Westminster; barrister, Middle
Temple; President of the Royal Society 1682–1683, and Secretary 1685–1687’’. On the other hand, in
his letter of 29 June, 1686 to Newton, Halley refers to Hoskins as ‘‘the Vicepresident’’ [7, p. 442].
Whatever Hoskins’s exact official position may have been in the Royal Society during 1685, it seems
reasonable that as a recent past president he might have seen De Motu during 1685, or might have
heard about Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction.
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hit upon a successful instantaneous impulse model shortly after De Motu was
registered with the Royal Society. Furthermore, why did Hooke fail to go public
with his September 1685 manuscript or produce it in 1686 when, continuing with
Halley’s letter to Newton:
After the breaking up at that meeting, being adjourned to the Coffee-house, Mr. Hook did
there endeavour to gain belief that he had some such thing by him, and that he gave you the
first hint of this invention, but I found that they were all of opinion, that nothing thereof
appearing in print, nor on the Books of the Society, you ought to be considered as the Inventor;
and if in truth he knew it before you, he ought not to blame any but himself, for having taken
no more care to secure a discovery, which he puts so much value on. [7, 2:443]
Hooke’s silence about his circular motion paper of September 1685 lends credence
to the suspicion that in some way he had learned about Newton’s instantaneous
impulse construction before he wrote his circular motion paper.
7. OUR EVALUATION OF HOOKE’S DIAGRAM AND THE
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
Hooke’s diagram and the accompanying text certainly represent an interesting
exploration of motion in a central ellipse. It is true that it does not fundamentally
matter that Hooke constructed his vertices first from geometrical knowledge and
then went about moving from vertex to vertex with an inertial leg and a centripetal
leg. But it does matter that Hooke selected his vertex points in a special way. There
was no evidence that Hooke knew how to apply the model to a general orbit. He
had depended heavily on symmetry. What would he have done without symmetry?
How would he have handled an elliptical orbit with the force center at the focus?
In his ellipse diagram, why did he pick ha as the starting leg? Why did he not go
from point h to some point other than the symmetric point a?
As mentioned earlier, Newton almost never used his construction in an inverse
way; he almost always went from an orbital point to an orbital point, as in his Waste
Book analysis of circular motion [5, 130], or in Theorem 1 of De Motu (later
Proposition 1 of Book I of the Principia), or in his Scholium on circular motion in
the Principia [8, 47]. In his diagram, Hooke also went from an ellipse orbital point
to an ellipse orbital point, providing evidence that he used Newton’s construction
in the same manner as Newton did. If Hooke had in mind the use of Newton’s
construction in an inverse way, he would have mentioned shrinking the time interval
Dt. But he did not do this; he did not mention the time interval Dt at all. To be
sure, Hooke should be given credit for having hit upon an interesting and ingenious
illustration of Newton’s instantaneous impulse construction as applied to an elliptical
orbit with the force center at the center of the ellipse. But that is all.
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